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Abstract 
Mohapeloa, K.T.S.. A 2-limit characterization of internal categories of torsors. Journal of Pure 
and Applied Algebra 71 (1991) 75-91. 
The present work generalizes the classical result classifying isomorphism classes of locally trivial 
principal fiber bundles with an abelian structure group by means of equivalence classes of Tech 
cocycles. In the generalization the structure group is replaced by a categc ry object in a 
Barr-exact category. the locally trivial principal fiber bundles are replaced by locally represent- 
able internal presheaves and the first cohomology group is replaced by the 2-dimensional direct 
limit of a suitable pseudofunctor into CAT. 
Introduction 
If A is a topological abelian group and X a topological space, then it is well 
known [9] that for any covering (U&, of X there is an isomorphism between the 
abelian group k’( Ui; A) of cohomology classes of the tech 1-cocycles of the 
covering with coefficients in A and the abelian group TORS’[ r/i; A] of isomorph- 
ism classes of principal fiber bundles on X with structure group A which becomes 
trivial (i.e. isomorphic to r/i X A) when one restricts to the covering (r/i). 
Moreover, if one defines k’(X; A) as the direct limit k’(X; A) =5 k’(u,; A) 
taken over the directed (or ‘filtering’) set of all coverings and homotopy classes of 
refinements of coverings, then k’(X; A) as a filtered direct limit of abelian 
groups, is again an abelian group and is isomorphic to the group of isomorphism 
classes of principal fiber bundles over X under A which are locally trivial oyer 
some covering of X. 
This result is one of the first (if not the first) applic. ‘%ns of the notion of a 
‘direct limit’ and of the crucial fact that the algebraic structures of interest are 
preserved when one passes to the limit over a filtering index set. 
* A paper excerpted from the author’s dissertation. at SUNY. Buffalo. written under the supervision 
of John W. Duskin. 
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If one analyses the structure of the proof in the case where is not abelian and 
where fi’(X; A) is only a pointed set, one sees that what one is doing 
coveripg is to establish an equivalence of groupoids between the c 
groupoid &‘(U,; A) (whose objects are tech l-cocycks with coefri: 
whose arrows are elements of the set Z’(& A) x C”(U,; A) w 
target defined by projection and cochain action respectively) and 
TORS’( Ui; A) of principal fiber bundles which are trivialized over 
(Ui). The cohomology set k’(Uf; A) is then bijectively equivalent with 
set of connected components (i.e. here isomorphism classes) of this groupoid. 
ut now a paradox appears when one tries to pass to the limit naively at the 
groupoid level in order to arrive at the groupoid TORS’(X; A) (it is one!) of all 
locally trivial principal fiber bundles. The category of coverings is filtering only up 
to homotopy, yet restriction over refinements clearly defines a functor 
Cov(x) i’(L,.: AI 
- Gpd. Moreover, the groupoid TORS’(X; A) is not the set- 
theoretic direct limit of corresponding sets of objects and arrows of %‘(U,; A); 
this is only true for the sets of isomorphism classes. The assignment 
Ui I+ %‘( Ui; homotopy classes of maps; this is only 
true for the set of connected A). 
What then is the relationship between the groupoid TORS’(X; A) and the 
functor Ui w %“(UI; A)? 
The answer, we believe, is best to be found in a generalization to 2-categories 
(due to Duskin and Gray) of Grothendieck’s definition and construction of the 
direct limit Lim of a pseudofunctor into CAT. To this end we introduce the 
notion of a Z&ect limit (or 2-colimit) of a 3pseudofunctor. Here Cov( E) is 
(rather trivially) a 2-category, where the ‘&dimensional structure is just 
homotopies of maps between coverings (and indeed here any two such refine- 
ments are homotopic). Moreover, &I(-; A) is a 2-pseudofunctor into groupoids 
whose Zcolimit Lim is the groupoid we obtain from a generalized ‘Grothendieck 
fibration constru&n’ by first inverting the Cartesian morphisms (here all of 
them) and co-equalizing under the action by the 2-cells. 
An interesting by-product of this process is that we establish the result that (in 
a manner analogous to that of a functor from a small category into Set) a 
2-pseudsfunctor from a 2-category E into CAT determines an internal diagram in 
CAT (conskting of a Grothendieck fibration and an action) and conversely. We 
then h\l: that our 2-colimit is available as an object below the fibration 
determined by the 2-pseudofunctor %‘(-; A). 
Another result that we establish is that the construction of the principal fibre 
bundle associated with a Tech I-cocycle (with coefficients in A) defines a 
canonical equivalence of groupoids 
Limt” %‘(r/,; A) s TO&(X; A). 
U,E~(X) 
In the process we generalize the above construction to the case where A is a 
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category object and the coverings are those of the terminal object in some 
Barr-exact category. Thus A is replaced by an internal category 
an epimorphism C+ I replaces the covering (Q) and the direct limit of groupsids 
is replaced by the Z-dimensional direct limit of a suitably chosen 2-pseudofunctor. 
A result similar to this one. but done in terms of bicategories can be found in 
WI . 
1. Torsors and the category Cat[E](C. B) 
We point out in this section the equivalence between the category of locally 
representable presheaves on I3 and their morphisms and that of internal functors 
C-B and their natural transformations. 
First of all we note that a presheaf on B can be written as a morphism F+ B, 
where F is the internal category 
pr=d,, 
AxoF,, -5 6, j=d, 
in E known as the total category of the presheaf and that a morphism of 
presheaves is an internal functor F+G of their respective total categories, 
furthermore that a presheaf F is said to be (globally) representable if F (the total 
category) internally has a terminal object. 
Definition 1 .l. F is said to be loca,ly representable or a torsor if there exists a 
(covering) epimorphism e : C+ 1 such hat upon pullback along e, F becomes 
representable in E/C. Such a presheaf over C, i.e. in E/C corresponds to a 
‘C-indexed coproduct of representable functors’ 1121. The category of C-repre- 
sentable presheaves is equivalent to the category Horn&, A). 
1.1. Tire category Cat[E](C, B) 
If CT 1 is a covering of 1, we denote by C the co-discrete groupoid 
CXCC C, where d, and d, are the projections onto the second and first 
compon&s respectively. We denote by Cat[E](C, ) the category of internal 
functors C + B and their natural transformations, 
1.2. The equivalence Cat[E](C, 
Denoting by Tot-,( 1, B) tIic category of presheaves representable upon pull- 
back along a particular covering C* and morphisms of such torsors, we have 
the following lemma: 
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Lemma 1.2. There exists a functor K from Cat[E](C, B) to TorJl, B) which is an 
equivalence of categories. 
Proof (Outline). The key technical result to this proof is the Barr Embedding 
Theorem [ 11. Let an internal functor x: 
be given. We obtain a torsor in Tor,( 1, B) by first pulling x back alon 
d, d, dl d, 
11 I/ 
dO di 
Ax,A d1 
4s 4 
:A-0 
4, do-T 
(1) 
to obtain a torsor over 
whose total category 
is such that [ Kx], and [Kx]~, are the coequalizers of the pullback pairs 
of (d,, d,) and (d, , d,) - in diagram (1) - respectively. The functor 
L : Tor,( 1, B)+ Cat[E](C, B) such that MS 1 and KLS 1 is obtained by 
assigning each torsor 
Ax,E prA 
E-O 
RU 
) to an internal functor C-, B as follows: the pullback of 
Ax,,E, -%%I 
pr 
‘I 
x7x=*1 
11 
M??[ uop!soduroD a~l~e!~osse UB(u) 
‘((A ‘X)9)JW 3=‘*n = v (f) 
e1ep aq1 rcq KM@ pue v Aq pa1ouap ‘3 30 si[acJ-Z 30 ICroBale~ aq1 uo!,!ppe Ul alley 
aM *H 30 s]laS-t Jo rcAo%w 8u~Aj4apun ayl palleD ((A ‘x)a)qo a3A’xfl Aio8alm 
aqi 01 as!J sa~$i uog!uyap aAoqe aqj (A ‘x)g 30 spafqo aq, 0) paj+jsaa 
'S~0.w hlyuap! yli~ a\qyadruoa 
pue aviewse s! Nql (z ‘x)2 \D (z ‘A)2 x (A 'x)g Jomun3 e s! alay slaarqo 
30 z ‘A ‘x ald!Jl qaea 103 pue amwws 1Clo8alea IZ seq (A ‘X)TJ ‘TJ 30 sJaafqo 
30 (A ‘x) I!ed qDea 103 leql hadold aql ql!M TJ ho8alea hmp~o ue 30 s~s!suoa 
fi ‘a*! ‘LV3 U! paq3!-‘Ua SI t@IjM 3 kIO%]l?3 B S! 3 k.d08dJV3-Z 'tr '1.2 UO!#UJaa 
sa~.do8alv3-~ 1.40 saom.mJopnasd l 1 l 2
l mei8e!p aqi uro~3 ~~u.u~o~-z aql 30 luno33e UF? aA@ pm Jo33unJ 
-opnasd-z e Icq paurwalap (Jopun IeuJalui _ro) ure.~%e!p uog~e pue uo!lslqy 
[ewaw! aql uyqo [I!M aM *([El ‘33) yDa!puaq,oJf) 0) anp uoI,ez+xa,aeJeqD f! 30 
‘Molaq uan@ aq 01 ‘uogt2zgenp e aq II!M sly& y.uloa e 30 uo!lou aq1~03 an%o[eue 
[e~!~o%aie~-z e 30 uo~le~nw~o3 e uo pasey s! YJOM s!ql 30 llnsal led!gId aqL 
aopwyopnasd e JO gurgoa-opnasd aye, l z
01 TJ pue v oluo sdew uoyaafoJd ql!rlh asodwoa um) ul asaqk *[s x31*-3 
pue [ 2 x 3 x 31" x v = 3 x 3 sa?dolotuoq ihpe.wc~ 30 .yed e sap!AoId 
amau aqi %uo(e 
6L nos.401 Jo sapoSaiw p4.4arq 
and 
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d,, : (X d ’ ) Y)H(XL+ Y) 
I: 
are functorial. 
We now come to the definition of a contravariant 2-pseudofunctor 
2-category (cf. 181). 
on a 
Definition 2.2 (Grothendieck and Gray). A 2-pseudofunctor E”P + CAT consists 
of 
(i) an object function F : Ob(E)+Ob(CAT), X-F,, 
(ii) for each pair X, Y in Gb(E) a functor F,., : E(X, Y)+ CAT(F,, F,) such 
Z 
that for every composable pair 
of 2-cells, we have the commutative square 
4f,.f2) 
FF-F 
fl f2 fzft 
FH.,* Fw, I I F(H.~w,) c(gl.@) 
FF-F RI g:! R2RI 
the top and bottom arrows being isomorphisms, 
(iii) 1 F.v = F,.V. 
(iv) for every composable triple I& X5 YL Z, we have a commutative 
square 
F F F Fl?coc F,F/,, 
f R f1 
4 f.gl*Fh 
I 
F,,F, 
of isomorphisms and 
I c(f.hg) dgf.h) 
--F bf 
Sl 
(v) (normalization) for 
the squares 
every 2-cell 
d l,.f) 
F F-F 
df.ly) 
1, f f Ff’,.- F t- 
F1x*FjF cfl,.!?) >!_ and k!v*F1;.ly Clg.Iv) ,I 
1, R R R 
of isomorphisms commute. 
2.2. The jibration F determined by the pseudofunctor F 
We now show that the foregoing definition is equivalent to the notion of an 
internal action diagram on the category object defined by the 2-functor F. That is: 
If we restrict ourselves to the category of l-cells, the above data simply define 
an action of the category of 2-cells on the fibration, i.e. an internal functor on the 
category object in CAT defined by F. Let 0 denote the underlying category cf 
l-cells of E and A the category of its 2-cells (with objects the same as those of 0). 
Let E,, and 
Gl 
F, - A 
# G,, di iId 
F,-0. 
The objects of F,, are the elements of the disjoint union LIxEohfEI Ob(F,). An 
arrow of F, with source a and target b and projection f is a pair (IV, f) consisting 
of an arrow as Frb in Fx, b E Ob(F,), f : X+ Y. The composition of two 
arrows of F,, is described by the action (below), 
G0 The fibration functor F,,- 0 is given by (a, E Ob(cJ) H X and (w, f) of. 
The category F, is the pullback in CAT, 
F,, x o A (;I A 
Go 4 $,, - 0 . 
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Thus the objects of F, are the same as those of F,, and the arrows are pairs 
(a -F,b.X+, Y). 
1: 
The category A acts on F by means of the assignment 
and we have the projection 
(a,.X* Y)++a,. 
s 
2.2.1. The assignmenrs j and pr are functorial 
For any object a, in F,, the identity arrow on a, in I;0 is the composite 
“x - 1 F$?Y = F, a,; on the other hand j(a,) = ax and so 
Now by the definition of a pseudofunctor, 
i( 4J = Aa, -1,a,=F, a X 
X XX’ ___) 
‘X 
F( id) 
=a 4y-F,a .v x -F a ‘x x (composite) 
=a X -F a =ltiY. 1xX , 
Hence by (2), 
Let 
f I 
t=(aL Ff,b, X wl+ , Y) 
RI 
and 
s=(bL 
f2 ) 
Ff$ * w2v, Y) 
R2 
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be given in F, so that 
/: .fl 
st = (a LFb 
If,” 
fl 
-F F d%F, ,d,X- 
fi f2 2 
“‘z*N’,> 2) . 
QSI 
j(st) = j(s)j(t): 
j(t) = (a2 
F(kV* )h
F b- Fg,b) 
fl 9 
j(s) = (b& F 
0 ‘t*, ltr 
f2 d- Fg2d) , 
A 
j(st)=(aLF b- F F 
df,.fz, 
PI fl f2 
d- F f d- FRzg,d). fr, 1 (4) 
On the other hand, 
j(s)j(t) = (a2 F fl b=+Fgb%Fg,Fg d 2 
The equality of j(st) and j(s)j(t) follows from the naturality of Fw, , the 
definition of Fw, * Fw,, and the naturakity of cleavage. That projection preserves 
identity and composition is clear from the definition. Thus pr is also functorial. 
2.2.2. Associativity of the action j 
Let the triple (9, w, u), 
be given. Then 
f 
j(l X m)(q, w, u) = j(aL Frb, Xv> Y) 
h 
F(uw)~ 
= ( a& F b- F,tb) f 
while 
F(n’)h 
j(j x I)(q, w, uj = j(aLFb- f F,b, X T$ y) 
h 
= r(aL 
F(w)/, 
Fb-F,b 
F(u)/, 
f 
-, F,b 
and since F(uw) = (Fu)(Fw), we have associativity. 
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The projection functor 
’ Ffb, X 6” 
> 
pr : (a- Y)++(a---fL,Fb) , f 
g 
coincides with action on objects. pr commutes with source d, while j commutes 
with d, in Definition 2.1. 
LI 
The fibration F is 2-category as foll:ws. The O-cells are the objects in 
XEOb(Ej Ob(F,), the l-cells are arrows a-+ F[b, a E Fx, b E F,, f E A being the 
arrows of projection as f runs over all l-cells. We have 
a A b of projection f to a G b of projection g by making 
a 2-cell from an arrow 
the assignment 
(a2 
F(H’)* 
Ffb)+ail$b- Fgb) 
whenever 
is a 2-ceil in E. 
Therefore F, 5 F,, has a category structure in CAT. The multiplication 
F, x F, SF, is computed as in Section 2.2.2. 
Given a 2-category E and a 2-pseudofunctor F : EoP* CAT, to define the 
appropriate analogue for the notion of a direct limit, we first make the following 
definition: 
Definition 2.3. A normalized pseudo-cone under F is a category C together with 
the following: 
(i) For each object X in E, we are given a functor I, : Fx + C. 
(ii) For each arrow f : X + Y, we are given an isomorphism wf : IxFf + I, 
subject to the following: 
(a) WI, = id, for all objects X in E. 
(b) for each commutative triangle 
the canonically associated square 
htemnl categories of torsors 
I 
wf*Fs 
F’F’-I F” x f g y g 
I,y*c(f.& 
I I 
wg 
IxFif wnf I, 
of functors and natural isomorphisms is commutative. 
(iii) For each 2-cell 
in E we are given a natural transformation Ft : Ff + FR such that for any a,, in Fy 
we have a commutative triangle 
Ilx*%, 
IFa-IFa Xf y xsy 
(Wf\ /A& 
:xaY 
of isomorphisms. 
Definition 2.4. By a 2-colimit 2 F,’ ) of Ff ) on E, we shall mean an essentially 
universal cone under F. 
In order to arrive at an alternative characterization of I& Ff ) we make the 
following definition: 
Definition 2.5. An E-functor 
F,----+F, 
‘J I 
E 
is said to be Cartesian provided it carries Cartesian morphisms into Cartesian 
morphisms. 
Remark 2.6. The category 2 FF) defined above, is the coequalizer of the 
functors j and pr of Definition 2.1 for which the Cartesian morphisms are 
inverted. 
More significantly we have the following: 
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Lemma 2.7. The coequalizer of j and pr which inverts rhe Cartesian morphism of 
F,, is the universal col:e under F. 
This concise characterization carries over to the case of the a% of a 2- 
pseudofunctor. Here a cone under F also corresponds to a Cartesian morphism 
(5) 
of fibrations over the 2-category E, i.e. n,, is required to assign Cartesian 
morphisms of F,, to Cartesian morphisms of X x A,. The latter are isomorphisms 
in the X-component. Therefore no has to invert the Cartesian morphisms of F, 
and a universal cone under F corresponds to a functor can : F,-, L with the 
property that for every (internal) Cartesian functor (II,,, n, ) into a constant 
functor X X E, there exists a unique functor u : L - X making the diagram 
Fo x .‘,) A I “I .XxA, 
Pr i 
II 
Fo 
can 
I 
L 
Ixd, 
II 
Ixdo 
,XxA, 
Pr 
-1 
,X 
commute. 
3. Tors( 1, B) as a colimit 
We now turn to a particular 2-pseudofunctor ZB into CAT, consider the 
corresponding fibration F for the functor and show that Tors( 1, B) is the 2-Lim of 
the given 2-pseudofunctor. 
Let Cov(E) denote the category of codiscrete groupoids of Section 1.1 and 
internal functors between them. For any two functors f, g : C-D between 
codiscrete groupoids there exists a unique natural transformation e : f - g with 
the composition of such transformations being associative and compatible with 
functorial composition. Hence Cov(E) has a 2-category structure and is a full 
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subcategory of the 2-category CAT, of internal categories, functors and natural 
transformations in E. 
Let 2, : COV(E)“~ + CAT make the assignment C ~Cat[E](c, B) where C is 
determined by a covering C and B is a fixed category (object) in E. The resulting 
assignment defines a (strict) 2-functor into the external category of categories, 
functors and natural transformations. 
In order to look at the 2-colimit of 2, we now pass to the split 2-fibration 
G : F(Z,)+Cov(E) determined by Z,. It has 
Ob(F,) = u Ob(Z,(C)) 
CECov( E) 
= I_I Ob(Cat[E](C, B)) . 
C‘ECov( E) 
An arrow w of F,, with source x and target y of projectpn f is an internal 
transformation xsf*y where x E Z B(C), y E Z,(D) and C-D; the transforma- 
tion w 
c x 
f I \ wv iI 
/ 
D y 
is Cartesian iff w Gf*y is an isomorphism in Z,(C). 
The category F, is the pullback 
Fo x [cov]n EC4 1 - Pvl1 
1 , I d0 
&I 
GO 
Pvlcl 
in CAT where [COV]~ is the underlying l-category of Cov[E] whose objects are 
the chaotic categories determined by the coverings and functors (i.e. refinements) 
between them, and we have 
d0 I 
C-D 
Thus the objects of F, are the same as the objects of F,, and arrows are pairs 
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The category -4 acts on F by means of the assignment 
i 
f 
\D D 
and we have the projection 
C 
\X 
I 
\ 
pr : (t, w) - f ‘+ B. 
/ 
D ’ 
Both i and pr are functorial and i is associative. 
Thus F,, is the underlying category of l-cells of the 2-category F with F, as its 
category of 2-cells and F - Cov(E) is a (2-discrete) fibration. 
The principal objective of this work has been to establish the following 
theorem: 
eorem 
z 
3.1. Tors( 1, B) is the universal cone under (the e for) the 2-functor 
B’ 
Proof. Let V : F I) ---, Tors( 1, B) be given by 
where Kt is the morphism of torsors that determines the equivalence of Section 
1.2 and ‘can’ is the canonical one determined by 
[Kf *1(1- IWO ’ 
6 (Y&m) I--) (P~Y,,(f;P)) ’ 
We show tha; ‘J is a fur,ctor ohm+ -e- -t-:-1:-c+- +he 
L~I~L LU~YUGIILGJ CIIL Xtim and projection functors 
as well as invert the Cartesian morphisms of Fo, and that V is essentially universal 
for all functors F,,-, X with these properties. Given s and t as below, by 
inspection of 
f 
C-DA-E 
(8) 
one sees easily that V preserves identity. That V(H) = V(s)V(t) we conclude from 
the construction of the morphisms Kt and KS as well as the associativity in F,. 
Thus V is a functor. 
V is shown to invert the Cartesian morphisms of F,, as follows: Let t : x+f*y 
be a Cartesian morphism of projection f in Z,(C). By definition this means t is a 
natural isomorphism. Since V is a functor, Kx1/1- K’*y is an isomorphism of 
torsors and since ‘can’ is an isomorphism, V does invert the Cartesian morphisms 
of F,,. 
V coequalires the action j and projection pL- fwnctors of F,,. For let 
(9 
be given in F, . Then Vpr(H) = Kx~ Kf*y c’ll, Ky (composite) and V( j)(h) = 
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Kx Kr ) Kf*y iw*y 
Kfy can_ Ky. Since by definition of the arrow ‘can’ the 
triangle 
Kf *y --=+ Ky 
commutes, V coequalizes j and pr 
V is universal. Let F o-f, X be another functor that coequalizes j and pr as well as 
invert the Cartesian morphisms of F,: 
F 
Pr 
,,-_F1 LTors(l. B) . 
Define R : Tors( 1, B)-+ X as follows: Let E I G E, be a morphism of torsors, with 
a choice of covers C, and C, where they respectively become representable upon 
restriction. Let C = C, x CZ and LE, : Ci + B be the internal natural functors 
given by the equivalence in Section 1.2. Write 
Fr;(LE, 1 
C-B 
where EI is representable upon restriction to C;. Then we have the natural 
transformation Ltr : pry( L E, ) --, prT( LE,) below. 
Let R assign n to P[(kz)] : P[prT(LE,)]-, P[pr:(LE,)]. 
Triangle II of (1 I.) commutes up to isomorphkm because of the isomorphisms 
can J&l 
K(pC(LE,))--=+ KLE, -=k E I 
where the isomorphisms KLE, z E, come from Section 1.2. 
R is seen to equal V up to isomorphism by this observation, inspection of (12) 
and the fact that P is a functor that coequalizes pr and j. 
Uniqttarress of R. Let Q : Tors( t , )--a X be another functor making 11 of ( 11) 
commute up to isomorphisms. We show that R( E )+ Q(E ). Consider 
LEECat[E](C, B)-&(C). The isomorphism V(LE) = K(LE)s RE implies 
QV(LE) = K(LE)s QE and RV(LE)+ R E. Since iI above is commutative, 
QV(LE)-I, P(LE)G RV[LE). Thus R and Q difier only by an isomorphism. So 
Tors(l, B)+I.jz 2,. 
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